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 MOV, .MP4 and.MP4V support, a new interface, improved performance and a more consistent workflow across platforms. ASIO and ALSA audio support ASIO, ALSA and JACK streaming audio support. In-video effects Serato DJ now has support for in-video effects with filters like color and contrast. Support for FLAC and WAV Support for FLAC and WAV formats added. FLAC is a free and
open lossless audio compression format. WAV is a widely used audio file format. Multiple decks, each with their own set of effects and loops Pixi and iZotope FX added. More are on their way. Unmatched FX workflow If you thought Serato DJ’s FX engine was powerful, you ain’t seen nothin’ yet. More than 7,000 loops, presets, one-shots and video effects Thousands of sounds and music loops for

your DJing and remixing needs. Transition FX A new track effects tool that quickly and easily blends a section of audio to another section. Great for transitioning tracks seamlessly. Best-in-class digital mixing Seamless transitions, cue points, looping, beat matching, playback blending, pitch matching and more. Beat FX Pitch-shifting, beat-matching and more. Serato Video Stream video or audio right
inside Serato DJ. Serato Video is a standalone application that lets you easily stream audio or video from a variety of video-sharing websites such as YouTube, Vimeo, Dailymotion, and SoundCloud. In addition, you can play video and audio files that you’ve stored locally on your computer or stream audio and video from online sources like Spotify and Pandora. Serato Video also supports.MOV,.MP4
and.MP4V formats. Video can be played back using either YouTube or Vimeo’s Embed API, and with SoundCloud and Spotify support in development Serato Video can be used to search and play songs on those sites, including the new playlist feature. First time to ever live DJ Serato Live DJ has been built from the ground up to be a first-time to live DJing experience. First time to have multiple DJs
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